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PRELIMINARY POOP SHEET 
containing general information 

of great import 

Wisconsin Student Association 

Official University of Wisconsin Rose Bowl Plane Tour 

December 27, 1962-January 2, 1963 

or 
December 28, 1962-January 3, 1963 

So now you've done ‘t--the folks' checkbook may never be the same but 
you're going to California and the fabulous 1963 Rose Bowl. You've plunked 
down $25.00, decided to take in washing over the next ten days, and then, 
friend, you are going to fly (if this is your first plane experience, make a 
point of hearing Shelly Berman's reassuring record bit including the proper use 
of the plastic bag). Seven fantastic days in Los Angeles and environs and 
hours of stories to tell your stay-at-home friends. So welcome aboard and off 

we go... 

The purpose of this PPS (that's preliminary poop sheet in case you haven't 
been reading carefully) is to give you some idea of what's in store for you 
during the week we'll be Flying Badgers. Of special importance is the small 
print and hidden ''catches'! stuck here and there in the paragraphs that follow-- 

1. Faculty advisers~-W. S. A. has arranged faculty advisers on the basis 
of two per DC-7. It will be their job to assist you in any way possible both 
in the air and at the hotels and generally to keep things running smoothly where- 
ever we are. We think that getting to know them will be a happy experience all 
the way around. They will be hand-picked faculty and staff members chosen be- 
cause of their ability to work well with students. What we're trying to tell 
you is just this: ''They're going to be there as they have been on all such 
Big Ten trips, they want you to have a good time, so get to know them and don't 
be reluctant to ask for their help.'' Who knows - one of them might have just 
the answer to that upcoming exam question that's worrying you. 

2. Doctors--There will be a physician on duty at all times in Los Angeles 
(on the planes, the stewardii, we're told, can put Ben Casey to shame). 
Whether you're for or against Medicare, use him if you need him because that's 
why we're bringing him. His hotel number will be listed on the FPS (that's 
final poop sheet) you receive when you make your final payment. 

3. On the flight--Your seat will be reserved both coming and going. 
We'll be in the air for about six hours and that should give you the chance 
to get to know that potential New Year's Eve date across the aisle. And there 
should be some pretty interesting scenery outside the plane too. 

4, Alcoholic Beverages--Beer will not be available on the plane (nor can 
it be carried on) but six hours of prohibition oughtn't to be too rough on any~ 

one. Soft drinks and "coffee, tea or milk'' will, of course, be offered. 

In keeping with University rules, no other alcoholic beverages will be 
allowed on the plane. Faculty advisers will be instructed to confiscate any 
bottles or cans in evidence so don't get yourself hung just for the sake of an 
extra nip. Some other schools on previous trips have had to put students off 
the tour for liquor violations. Let's not run any risks of that happening to 

Wisconsin (besides, it's a long way down).
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